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 For example, with Horn 1 and Horn 2 the user can simulate a double horn similar to a UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter. The
design is based on the horn mouth position  and the horn length  with , and a left and right control over the left and right input of

Horn 1 and Horn 2. The design is possible also for three or more horns, and the design is scalable to any number of horns.
![image](Horn-Design){width="\textwidth"} As for the scalability of the design, it is easy to extend the design to larger

numbers of horns in the following way: first, add a new driver at the position with the number of horns to be doubled. Second,
add a new horn with the same length as the first horn. In this way, the design of the first horn becomes the design of the horn
$n$. Third, add new drivers, new horns, and new horn mouths to make the design scale to an arbitrary number of horns. To

make the horn mouth design more convenient, the name of the input that determines the mouth position should be changed. In
this paper, the name ‘Horn 1’ is changed to ‘Horn M1’ and ‘Horn 2’ is changed to ‘Horn M2’. Figure \[fig:horn-design\] shows the
design of Horn 1 and Horn 2 with Horn M1 and Horn M2. The two inputs of Horn M1 and Horn M2 are named after the horn

mouth position as if the horn mouth position is in front of the input. For example, Horn M1 input $c1$ is the input for the right
horn mouth. The design shown in Figure \[fig:horn-design\] has been verified using OpenSees [@os]. Since the verification has
not been published here, we focus on explaining the design method in this paper. To make the explanation concise, the input of
Horn 1 and Horn 2 is adjusted with the function $f(x)$ of  instead of . The reason to use the function $f(x)$ of  instead of  is

that the function $f(x)$ is already a function of $x$ and thus already scaled, and thus that the scaled model is more convenient
to use. Since the first input is the input $x$ and the second input is $ 82157476af
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